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The Cabinet Of Curiosities
Exploring Wonder in the
Age of Science

The Strategy of ArtScience

Before the emergence of mass media and consumer
technology, scientific discoveries reached the public
in ways different than today. In the 17th and 18th
century a variety of electrical contraptions provided
entertainment for the aristocracy, which enjoyed
admiring the seemingly magical sparks of static
electricity erupting between pairs of electrodes.
From laboratories and scientific expeditions, tools,
drawings, charts and exotic specimen found their
way into the cabinets of curiosities that the most
prominent, wealthy or simply extravagant monarchs
had built to display their collections of artistic masterpieces, anthropological findings and wonders
from the natural sciences.

ArtScience is a department in the University of the
Arts, The Hague. The department is at the same
time a part of the Royal Academy and the Royal
Conservatory in The Hague. The programme is
influenced by two sources, visual art and music.
Yet, students of ArtScience do not make visual art
or music. The do not make performances. It is not
possible to classify them as craftsmen utilizing specific skills, disciplines, or materials. Rather, the world
is their medium, becoming an instrument, becoming
a screen for projecting information.

By the end of the 19th century electrical entertainment had reached the masses and during great city
fairs common people could find zoetropes, magic
lanterns, kinetoscopes and other devices delivering
the latest achievements in science and technology
in spectacularized forms. It was these extravagant
machines coming out of the workshops of crazy and
ingenious inventors that led to the development of
the most popular art forms of the 20th century such
as cinema.
Today artists working at the intersection with
science and technology find similar challenges
to those faced by artists and inventors of the previous centuries. How does scientific innovation enter
into public discourse? How can the laboratory be
brought into the public domain?
In Cabinet Of Curiosities 17 emerging artists demonstrate how by combining creative intuition with methodological research, it is possible to open a dialogue
between art and science. In a diverse and interdisciplinary exhibition these artists seek to communicate
the experience of wonder and to observe the world
in new, enhanced ways. Be guided on a bizarre tour
through media, technology, art, performance and
sound in today’s ‘Cabinet of Curiosities’.
For more information
www.stichting.interfaculty.nl
‘Cabinet of Curiosities’ took place in The Hague,
The Netherlands from May 20-22, 2011.

Nowadays, this world is completely determined by
technology and science. This is especially the case in
the urban environment of Europe. In a complicated
knot of technical devices there hangs a kind of cloud
of thought and stories, kept alive by electronics.
In such a world different attitudes and reactions
are possible. You can withdraw from this world in
search of a lost craft. You can create technologicallyderived utopias, in the forms of movies and video
games. (For this is the world of mass media, the
production of dreams.) You can decide that technology being inevitable must also be beautiful. Art, in
this situation, becomes the laboratory to search for
beauty in a new technical world. Art becomes
design. These solutions can be a source for inspiration but generally speaking they are not the main
direction of ArtScience students.
In ArtScience the world is considered material.
Technology provides the landscape we live in, and
it is in these surroundings that we find the material
for installations. Machines and technological objects
become works of art or parts of new installations.
It is a matter of how we look at our surroundings.
We no longer make forms out of raw material, but
instead build systems where meanings and phenomena influence each other. In this way new things
can happen with unexpected meanings. ArtScience has a way to let the world speak as a ‘music’
instrument. So parts of the world can become an
oracle and a laboratory at the same time. Even
research becomes something different from what
we expect from research. It becomes research and
performance at the same time. In art, ambiguity is
inevitable.

In 1990 there was the merger between the Royal
Academy and the Royal Conservatory in The Hague.
In that year the Interfaculty for Image and Sound
was founded. The ideals for this course came from
different sources: the experiments in the field of
music theatre by Dick Raaijmakers, the urge to study
again important moments from the history of avantgarde, and the search for new forms of interdisciplinarity in art.
Today the name of that department is ArtScience.
So the focus and the method changed after a few
years. Searching for new interdisciplinary forms of
art is still a main point of interest, but the introduction of concepts and phenomena for the scientific
world, as a source of inspiration, became more prominent. These developments make it necessary to
look for new positions of art in society.
The method of ArtScience consists of approaching
phenomena in the world in a way comparable to the
observation of art. Artists can look at the world as if
it were art and consider the consequences and possibilities of such an approach. In this way it becomes
clear that we can discover unexpected things in our
world. Knowing that in art the world is ambiguous,
with more than one meaning and unexpected points
of view, we realise that it is possible to find ambiguity also outside the arts. In this way art becomes
the strategy to do research. It is not a kind of research trying to imitate the method of science,
but a method to let the world speak as a work
of art, to let new meanings develop.
At the same moment there arises the questions
within the fields of technology and science. To
let the world speak you need a lot of knowledge.
Considering, experimenting, and researching helps
to make the world into an installation, a screen for
projecting, and a musical instrument at the same
time. And such a new installation speaks about the
same world.

This strategy gives the artist the opportunity to be
critical and optimistic at the same time. The world
is a treasury of ideas, but also asks for comments
and ideas for improvement or change. The artists of ArtScience are very capable to find in this
method their own handwriting. It is necessary that
in this method, we never exclude strange ideas or
unexpected points of view. Within the boundaries
of ethics and safety everything is worthwhile to
think about. So it is the ideal of this department that
every student develops the right balance between
optimism and courage. When they succeed their
work is inspiring and inviting. It can elicit new ideas
to enhance the work towards a further stage. So can
this exhibition be a treasury for new ideas and new
meanings.
Michael van Hoogenhuyze
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How it all started

Around 2010 the master students of the ArtScience
department started wondering about initiating a
possible foundation to set up artistic projects after
their graduation. Not much later a clever bachelor
student came up with the idea to create a foundation for the ArtScience students as a whole, in
order to create exhibitions and projects outside
of academic territories during their years of study.
This way the students could get the necessary
experience of presenting their artistic works in
the public, while still receiving guidance from their
tutors and other academic staff during the process.
The idea generated positive responses and when
the new academic year had started in September
2010, the first steps where taken to create the foundation. Of course the students needed a name for their
foundation, and after shifting through all kinds of
exotic names, it was finally decided to choose for
the rather efficient ‘Stichting ArtScience’.

Everything culminated in the ‘Cabinet of Curiosities’
final exam preview exhibition, in the third week of
May, 2011. The works presented in this catalog are
those that were shown at this preview exhibition.
All can now be seen at the KABK graduation exhibition in their finalized and sometimes even completely
redesigned forms. We hope you enjoy it, and if you
happen to get the chance we would love to know
what you think of our artistic endeavors.
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The students decided that the first mission of this
new foundation would be to organize events to
highlight the work of the graduating students.
For this they decided to use the idea of the final
year preview exhibition and take it to the next level.
This event had already been organized the past few
years by graduating ArtScience student to try-out
works in front of an audience before the end exam.
Now it would also be used as an opportunity to introduce the ArtScience department to the cultural scene
of The Hague at large.
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Soon the final year students started to work on
realizing this idea. Funding organizations were
contacted, and locations scouted through the
city of The Hague. Many meetings were organized by the students to discuss the progress and
all the things that needed to be done. Things didn’t
always go as planned of course, but miraculously
the students found four enthusiastic galleries right
in the center of The Hague that agreed to host the
exhibition. Their ideas for the ideal preview exhibition started to became a fact.
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Aki Takeda

Inflatable
performance
Aki’s work always circles around
a particular theme, indicated by
the word ´life´. In her understanding, life is about the unconscious
functioning of the body as the
senses and instinctive body movements share a common denominator. They all come to a definite
end. For the exhibition Aki created
a live performance. The live performance involves blowing into
an inflatable, which binds around
a body. Through the live performance, she wishes for viewers to
be aware of their own consciousness and unconsciousness.
Biography
Aki Takeda began to study art,
focusing on the fundamentals
of painting and drawing. In 2002,
she visited many cities in Europe
because she wanted to see art.
She found the Netherlands to be
the most interesting for the artworks
had a strangeness to them. She had
not seen this freedom of expression
in art before and it re-awoke her
desire to study art. She started to
study at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy in 2004. During her study at the
Academy, she discovered that her
expression must come through live
performances using her body.
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Anne-Jan Reijn

Against the wall
Against the wall is an installation
that represents the physical while
physicalizing representation. It consists of the slide projection of an
execution, as well as the execution
of slides. It is a projection range
and a shooting ally. One after
another, empty glass slides are
shot by a powerful air pressure
gun. While the slides are exposed,
you can observe the way destruction takes its shape in the projection.
Biography
Anne-Jan Reijn (1983) is a Dutch
artist making installation and performance based works from a conceptual perspective. His work balances
between the sculptural and digital
and employs a wide variety of media
and materials. The work plays with
socially charged themes, through
which a confrontation emerges between the ethical and the aesthetic
dimensions of reality. The relation to
the here and now is an important
aspect of Reijn’s approach. This
might result in highly physical,
dynamic installations, or in an
exploration of kitsch in an artificial
world.
Reijn received his Bachelor’s
degree in Composition & Production from the Utrecht School of the
Arts, studied Fine Arts at the Berlin
University of the Arts and is currently
pursuing his Master’s Degree at the
ArtScience Interfaculty of the Royal
Acadamy of Arts and the Royal
Conservatory of The Hague.
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Bardo Frings

PassiFlora
PassiFlora is a live cinema piece
that tells the story of degeneration
of organic life, caused by electromagnetic pollution. Because
research in this area is currently
going through heavy critique
within and outside of scientific
circles, this work attempts to fuel
the debate by shedding new light
on the subject by viewing natural
electromagnetic fields as guiding forces within the growth and
development of organisms. By
distorting electromagnetic fields
in our surroundings with wireless electronic equipment, these
processes are disturbed, with
potentially severe consequences.
Biography
Coming from a background in lo-fi
music production and VJ-ing, within
ArtScience the main focus of Bardo
Frings has been in exploring the
possibilities for developing live
cinema, for which he has turned to
more refined open source programming environments. Furthermore
he has a great interest in natural
sciences, and finished a minor in this
subject area at Leiden University. In
his spare time he also enjoys writing
poetry and peculiar theories about
the fundamental structure of the
world.
Contact
www.bardofrings.nl
ruisgeneratie.wordpress.com
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Erfan Abdi Dezfouli

Saaz
Saaz is a project about extending
the virtual instrument onto the
screen and into the hands of the
performer. At the current state
of the work, a gestural input unit
is used to steer animated lines
in a 2D space. The lines intersect
and based on the dimensions and
characteristics of each intersection
point a sound is made. The result
is an audiovisual performance,
an improvisation on a set of algorythms where what you see is
what you hear.
Biography
Erfan Abdi Dezfouli graduated in
graphic design at the University
of Tehran in 2006, and is currently
graduating the Masters course in
ArtScience at the university of Art
The Hague. He has a background in
electronic music composition, video
installation, computer programming
and graphic design.
His works slide on the edge of
interactive installation and interface design for performances. He is
interested in merging notation with
the visual representation of virtual
musical instruments, and tries to
find his place between instrument
designer and music composer/
performer.
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Hadas Hinkis

Never Odd or Even
Never Odd or Even is Hinkis’ latest
moving image work. Abstracting
and re-arranging the human form,
a parallel natural universe is suggested which tells the story of the
collective human soul, unfolding
without words or events.
Biography
Born in Israel, Hadas Hinkis spent
most of her life in Tel- Aviv and its
suburbs. After graduation from
high-school with a major in sculpture
and ceramics, and a mandatory
army service, she spent several years
experimenting with fashion design,
visual theatre and music, developing
her unique style and creative point
of view. In 2005 she immigrated to
Holland, in order to follow music
conservatory and art academy
classes.
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Ivan Henriques

Jurema Action Plant
Jurema Action Plant consists in
a customized machine that interfaces a sensitive plant - Mimosa
pudica. It’s a work in collaboration with biologist Bert van Duijn,
Hortus Botanicus Leiden and V2_
Institute for the Unstable Media.
A signal amplifier reads the differences in the plant’s electromagnetic field to determine when it is
being touched, triggering movement of the robotic structure, on
which the thresholds for response
are set in such a way that only touching the plant makes it moves.
The book Oritur is also part of
Henriques final project.
Biography
Ivan Henriques is an artist and
independent researcher working in
multimedia and site-specific installations. Henriques examines different perceptions of time, memory
and environment using different
mediums in his works. He founded
GEMA in 2007, and has won several
prizes for his work supported by Rio
de Janeiro government, among
them for EME>> from 2008 to 2010.
Lately invited to exhibit his work in
Florence - IT; ISEA in Dortmund –
DE; FILE - São Paulo - BR and participated in several residency programs
as V2_ - NL.
Oritur Description
Book title Oritur
Color / Illustrations / 114 pages
Organization/Concept
Ivan Henriques
Design
Jakob Schlötter
Texts
Ivan Henriques, Taconis Stolk,
Vincent W.J. van Gerven Oei,
Guto Nóbrega, Laura Cinti, Matteo
Marangoni, Angelo Vermeulen
and Koert van Mensvoort.
Contact
ivanhenriques.wordpress.com
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Jelle Goossens

Iron Alive /
(perpetual)
Goossens’ graduation project uses
magnetism to make iron waste
come to life. It creates beautiful
patterns -some that resemble
landscapes or even creatures- out
of dead material. It is an everchanging visual work that draws
the attention of the audience,
sparkles their imagination and
sucks them in. By combining both
the human imagination and the inevitable laws of nature it becomes
an unpredictable and exciting
installation.
Biography
Jelle Goossens is a Dutch musician
and multimedia artist. His installation work often creates a fantasy setting for the audience to get lost in.
He uses different media to research
the balance between story-driven
concepts and simple minimalistic
esthetics. Jelle has a lot of experience in composing and producing
music, is part of multiple musical
projects including Fourteen Twentysix, and is a guitar teacher. His
passion is performing live on stage
where shows often include visual
and interactive aspects.
Contact
www.jellegoossens.com
info@jellegoossens.com
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Kate Cunningham

You Say You Hope to
Want a Revolution
What do the words ‘hope’ and
‘revolution’ mean for the contemporary human experience? This installation explores the shifting dynamics
of words and how they come to
influence the actions and motivations
of individuals in an increasingly chaotic
world. Personal testimony is mixed
with cultural and philosophical understandings of these powerful ideas.
The suggestion is that HOPE and
REVOLUTION should be viewed
as contested media, in which historical pasts and current paradigms are
both made and remade in constant
interaction with all sorts of new facts
and simulations. Complexity and contradiction are used to create a space for
resistance, empowered incomprehension.
Biography
Kate Cunningham (USA, 1982) is
a visual and performance-based
artist whose work explores identity
construction and the possibilities
for personal and collective freedom
within mass-mediated environments.
Her work is concept-driven
employing a variety of mediums
including: photography, video,
performance,time-based installation, audio composition, textiles,
and drawing. She received a Bachelor
of Fine Arts in photography from
Washington University in St. Louis
(USA) and a Master of Fine Arts in
photography from The University
of Notre Dame (USA). In 2008 she
received the Erfroymson Fund
Emerging Artist Award.
Contact
www.katherinecunningham.net
info@katherinecunningham.net
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Malu Peeters

Room #1 (2.5D):
The Architecture
of Silence
For her graduation in the Master
Art Science, she ‘composes’ a
small home-like space where one
is urged to slow down. Room #1
(2.5D): The Architecture of Silence
is a space within a space within
a space, which becomes smaller
each time: until the size of a dollhouse, that one can only enter by
its imagination. Music, sound and
moving geometric light sculptures
create a magic-realistic large-city
environment, where an overflow
of information-input silences
slowly down into little details.
Biography
Malu Peeters makes theatrical performances and time-based installations, where subtle variations of
kinetic light sculptures and darkness
structure the music composition.
She is intrigued by the chaotic social
and spatial structures of large city
environments, and by the way our
current hyperbolic environment diffuses our reflective capacities. The
spatial and theatrical capacities of
sound, as well as the relation to the
multi-sensory experience of architecture, form recurring elements in
her work and research.
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Before attending the ArtScience
Masters program, Malu Peeters
finished a Bachelor (With Honours)
in Composition & Music Technology
at the Utrecht School of the Arts. In
2006 she co-founded theatre collective Le Nu Perdu. Le Nu Perdu’s
seventh and newest theatre installation will have its Dutch premiere in
December 2011.
Besides the arts practice she is personal assistant to composer Louis
Andriessen, and co-founder, writer
and editor of hard//hoofd: Dutch
online magazine for art and (new-)
journalism.
Contact
malu@le-nu.com
malu@hardhoofd.com

Marcus Graf

public abstract
Art create();
Can the creation of art be
formalized? And if so, can
it be synthesized?
Marcus Graf investigates
the possibility of creating
an artificial artist.
Biography
Marcus Graf (1974) is originally a
composer with a passion for mathematics. He studied Music Technology at the Utrecht School of Arts
and wrote music for film, theatre,
web and television. With the advent
of the Internet mid 1990, he started
exploring new media like netArt,
software art and open hardware.
This resulted in a body of works
ranging from algorithmic visual
compositions and interactive
installations to audio-visual performances. His works have been
exhibited on festivals like TodaysArt
and Undeaf.
Contact
www.marcusgraf.com
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Matteo Marangoni

Speaker Botz
Speaker Botz are mobile robotic
speakers, acoustic explorers of
terrestrial space, artificial creatures that probe their environment
with sonic impulses. Initially developed as a reaction to the practice
of sound spatialization as found in
electroacoustic music, they have
become an autonomous project,
resulting in poetic machines whose
purpose is to envelop listeners with
patterns of echoes bouncing off
the walls. They are shy creatures
which do not like to be looked
at and are best suited for dark
places.
Biography
Focussing on the potential of listening and sound to establish new connections between people, places
and objects, Matteo Marangoni’s
performances and installations
employ field recordings, sound
archives, computer programming
and DIY electronics. During his studies at the ArtScience Interfaculty he
has been investigating the relationship between sound, space and the
body, looking for ways to address
the body of the listener and to
induce enhanced states of auditory
awareness.
Contact
www.humbug.me
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Nenad Popov

Congo Blue
Hybrid ballet in a petri dish

Biography
Nenad Popov (Serbia, 1978). While
Audiovisual composition based on researching the relation between
the simulation of chemical, biologi- sound, image, and space, Nenad
cal and behaviorist processes.
Popov specialised in video analysis
and real-time image processing.
Many chemical and biological pro- His work ranges from live cinema
cesses have amazing computing
performances to large scale outdoor
properties, for example the simple projections.
weighing scale uses gravity to perform division, certain type of slime He collaborated with many artists
mould can solve the maze just by
and technicians working in the field,
growing through it. This piece tries such as Daan Brinkmann, Electronic
to explore the possibilities of using Opera, Thomas Köner and Lillevan/
such systems in art practice.
Rechenzentrum. At the same time
he has been developing visual
Starting point in this piece is
improvisations and related homechaos taking over the silence.
brew realtime animation software
Rising chaos becomes shaped
and hardware. He had solo perforby the simple chemical processes
mances on festivals like Dis- Patch,
out of which new complex patterns TodaysArt and Share.
emerge. In order to produce patterns meaningful to humans, all
Contact
these ingredients have to be carenesa@morphogenesis.eu
fully mixed - otherwise full chaos
www.morphogenesis.eu
or absolute order take over.
The piece, both audio and video,
is performed live, where the performer constantly steers the system between nothing, chaos and
something meaningful or even
beautiful.
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Nicky Assmann

Solace
Solace is a cinematographic
installation that investigates the
mental process and physical activity of seeing. At regular intervals
a handcrafted apparatus creates
a soap film as a spatial intervention. Through precise lighting the
inner movement of the soap film
is revealed, showing a turbulent
choreography of iridescent color
and fluid motion. As gravity slowly
gets a hold of the membrane the
viewer can be fascinated with the
phenomenon, until inevitably the
fragile film bursts.
Biography
Nicky Assmann (Rotterdam/The
Hague) explores in her work how the
body relates to objects and spaces
and refers to the concept of “wearable space”. The skin, both visible
as invisible is a recurring metaphor
in her work and is extended into the
space. This phenomenological approach results in the use of different
media, like wearable technology
(embodied instruments), performance, soap film and light installations.
With these spatial installations she
creates dynamic and temporary
spaces in which the sensorial
experience takes a central point.
Contact
info@nickyassmann.net
www.nickyassmann.net
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Ofer Smilansky

Apoptosis #1
Apoptosis #1 made by Ofer
Smilansky, in collaboration with
the composer Steindor Kristinsson, the software artist Emmanual
Flores Elias and performer Malu
Peeters, is a journey into the
breath-taking world of microscopic imagery. This journey is an
exploration of advanced features
in digital processing combined
with a genuine search for beauty.
Pursuing his effort to work a narrative line within the abstract cinema
field, Ofer chose to explore the
biological phenomenon of Apoptosis, the programmed cell death,
and expose the drama within this
natural phenomenon.
Biography
Ofer Smilansky is an audio-visual
artist working in the field of live
cinema, During his studies at the
ArtScience Interfaculty he created
several audiovisual performances
which combine captured reality and
digital manipulation using live and
recording, improvised and composed elements. His works intend to
draw the audience into an immersive experience through a non stop
game between sound, image and
time perception. Ofer Smilansky
is at the same time collaborating
with musicians in the Netherlands,
Belgium and Israel and developing
new tools for electronic music.
Contact
www.smilansky.nl
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Willem Waterschoot

De canon is
een gedicht.
- performance/poetry
As a graduation project he is constructing a play with analog audio
carriers, in which the concepts of
canon, difference, repetition and
context are magnified and shifted
through the framework of a simple
‘machine’. The installation consists
of linear succession of tapedecks.
Through it runs a single line of
spoken word; for a short moment
the performer visualizes the origin
of the artwork, and emphasizes
and discloses the meaning of the
Dutch word for poetry: dichten (to
close a gap).
Biography
Willem Waterschoot is an audio
artist, investigating the properties of
the tangibility of sound and its possible relations with the environment.
He is a former philosophy student
with a fascination for the concept
of saba and natural artifacts within
the world of sound, audible in his
collection of self-released lo-fidelity
works, mainly under the alter ego of
akazeno. Furthermore, he has written a variety of orchestral pieces, is a
former teacher in percussion, and is
active as a field biologist.
Contact
willem@akazeno.com
www.willemwaterschoot.com
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Xandra van der Eijk

Momentum
| M2 | 20052011
‘All beauteous things for which we live
By laws of time and space decay
But oh, the very reason why
I clasp them, is because they die.’
-William Johnson Cory

My final work shows the process
of decay and the human incapability to overcome it. It is a spacious,
analog installation with a 4-day
cycle, guided by a very slow, continuous performance of assisting
the installation in order for it to
work, resulting in strong graphic,
4m long prints.
Biography
Since starting the program, I have
developed a fascination for analog,
tactile work. Constantly driven by
the idea of structure, every work
contains contradiction between
emotion/aesthetics and (generated)
data- cycles or strict systems.
Graduating graphic design in 2008
with a graphic score and interactive
performance, I decided to continue
my research in image and sound
as an ArtScientist. For my work I
received the Paul Schuitema-prize
and participated in many festivals
and collaborations. Hosts include:
Hong Kong Business of Designweek,
Theater Zeebelt, Theater de Brakke
Grond, Scheltema and Theater
Frascati.
Contact
(+31) 6 284 011 80
info@xandravandereijk.com
www.xandravandereijk.com
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Yerry Ydema

Bleek het water
meer dan zacht
Similar to a figurehead, which
throughout time gets drawn by the
erosion of the sea, likewise storytelling changes it’s content over time.
Using existing stories of disappearances, I’ve created a new personal
version which I translated into an
installation which shows a dis- appearance.
Biography
Yerry Ydema has an interest in the
power of storytelling and the hidden
stories behind objects. In her work
she uses several stories, mostly
about unexplained disappearances,
superstition, the sea and her mysteries. Through installation, earplay or
video she will show the viewer her
own, personal transformed version
of these stories.
Contact
www.yerryydema.com
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